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All our love,  Bruce & Karen.

                                 

NOMAD NO-SAD. 

When we left the "Dogmatic -
Duo" they where crooning about the
acquisition of amiable acreage
(land) in the Old Dominion. 

The clandestine couple have
been content with their meager
existence as homebodies.  

Karen and Bruce have been able
to successfully survive the meta-
morphosis from Nomad to No-sad, but
still exhibit the distinctive
markings of the eastern recluse.

Should anyone reading this
believe that they can confirm these
markings please contact the born
again nomads and express your
feelings.

CHALLENGES?
    1992 has passed and in it's
wake are many unfinished projects
and aspirations. These two have been
busy working up a sweat (too bad it
was with their imagination and
serving spoons).  They both have
been amazed at how busy these times
are, yet nothing seems to be
accomplished.  Speaking of which,
they both claim to have voted, yet
the results showed otherwise.

PITTER PATTER OF LITTLE FEET!
Last year this space was left

intentionally blank. This time there
is a little bundle of joy to report!

Karen & Bruce's lives have been
touched by an adorable ten pound,
brown eyed little girl.  Introducing
Leiby Phaup Dachshund extraordinare.
Okay, so the feet are actually paws.
(Gotcha......!)  Karen finally has
the dog she's always wanted....yah,
that's right Bruce didn't fulfill
her K-9 desires.

DESK TOP PUBLISHING

Karen continues to seize more
and more of the spotlight. At the
office she has acquired the director
spot for yet another program. In the
literary world she made her debut
with an article in the Virginia Women
magazine.

Bruce, on the other hand, more
closely imitates "Super Dave Osborne"
as he pursues the hobbies of
tinkering and woodworking. At this
writing he still possesses ten
fingers and ten toes. When asked how
the fall and the blow to the head has
affected him, he replied "the wind
was chilly and the leaves were
heavy"....You decide.

Before the effects of damaged
grey matter could kick in Bruce
finished a deck upon which Karen and
the pooch could relax.

PIGOUT 1992
The facts are in! 4 out of 5

relatives returned for the second
annual holiday feast. When asked if
it was the good food or the recession
that prompted their return, most
replied "yes"....(this writer
suspects that the grey matter is
hereditary).

HAPPY HOLIDAYS


